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Do not ReDRAw 
oR DIStoRt the 
LoGo oR nAme.1
Do not ALteR 
the ReLAtIonShIp 
between the 
LoGo eLementS.

2
RepRoDUCe the 
LoGo AnD nAme 
fRom AppRoVeD 
DIGItAL fILeS onLy.

3

“ tV everywhere” 
ShoULD be InItIAL 
CApS In ALL text 
SItUAtIonS; both 
heADLIneS AnD 
boDy Copy. 

“ tV everywhere” 
ShoULD onLy  
be USeD wIthIn  
the LoGo.

4

General Rules
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One-Color Logo

the one-color CtAm tV everywhere logo is used when the background or 
surroundings are too busy to allow the use of the primary tV everywhere 
gradient logo. the black tV everywhere logo should only be used in newsprint 
or whenever strict printing limitations are required. the reversed tV everywhere 
logo should be used when it’s the best option for sustaining legibility and 
providing enough contrast on a background.

Primary Gradient Logo

the primary CtAm tV everywhere gradient logo is the preferred version. 
whenever possible, use one of the primary tV everywhere gradient logos. 
Any of the gradient color options can be used if context, background and 
surroundings are appropriate.

Reversed-out white logo
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One-Color Logo with Service Mark

the one-color CtAm tV everywhere logo with the Sm (Service mark) is for use 
on the tVeverywherenow.com web site when the background or surroundings 
are too busy to allow the use of the gradient logo with Sm. the reversed tV 
everywhere logo with the Sm should be used when it’s the best option for 
sustaining legibility and providing enough contrast on a background.

Primary Gradient Logo with Service Mark

the CtAm tV everywhere gradient logo with the Sm (Service mark) is for use 
on the tVeverywherenow.com web site or for other applications that require 
a service mark. Any of the gradient color options can be used if context, 
background and surroundings are appropriate.

Reversed-out white logo
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Simplified Gradient Logo Simplified One-Color Logo

the simplified gradient tVe-only version of the logo is only to be used when 
the primary logo would be too small in size.

whenever possible, use the primary tV everywhere gradient logo. Any of the 
gradient color options can be used if context, background and surroundings 
are appropriate.

the simplified one-color tVe-only version of the logo is used when the 
background or surroundings are too busy to allow the use of the simplified 
gradient logo. the black one-color simplified logo should only be used in 
newsprint or whenever strict printing limitations are required. the reversed 
one-color simplified logo should be used when it’s the best option for 
sustaining legibility and providing enough contrast on a background.

Reversed-out white logo
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Gradient TVe Icon One-Color TVe Icon

the gradient tVe icon version of the logo is the simplest variation for smaller 
web/app format applications and is only to be used if the audience has 
established familiarity with the tVe name. Any of the gradient color options 
can be used if context, background and surroundings are appropriate.

the one-color tVe icon version of the logo is only to be used when the 
background or surroundings are too busy to allow the use of the gradient 
icon. Any of the one-color options can be used if context, background and 
surroundings are appropriate.
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1.25"

1"

0.75"

0.5"
In all instances, allow 0.25" or (2x) as area of 
noninterference at any given size. noninterference 
can also be calculated as 12.5% of the logo width.

the (x) height and width is the height 
of the tag line at any given size.

If the logo is needed at a smaller 
size than 0.5", the tVe-only logo 
must be used.

Logo Spacing

the minimum restriction size for the primary tV everywhere logo is 
0.5" in height. the logo should never be smaller than 0.5" in height.

Shown here are the correct uses of our logo and guidelines for the area of 
noninterference. the white space around the logo is to guarantee its integrity 
and consistency across all applications. It should never be placed immediately 
next to any other elements or be surrounded by clutter. for publishing and 
online, the 0.25" clearance is required.

Logo Sizing
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INCORRECT USE.
never alter individual parts of 
the logo and do not change 
placement of name.

INCORRECT USE.
Do not fl ip the logo.

INCORRECT USE.
Do not rotate the logo.

INCORRECT USE.
never use with an outline.

INCORRECT USE.
never use eff ects.

INCORRECT USE.
Do not skew or stretch.

Incorrect Examples

INCORRECT USE.
never fi ll the shapes with color.
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Logo Use Over Photos and Applications

Any of the tV everywhere logo versions can be placed over an image or colored 
background as long as the logo is still recognizable. If the legibility suffers, softly 
darken or lighten the area behind the logo, depending on the background.

on a dark image background in white

on a color background in white

on an image background with gradient on an image background in one color

on a black background in white on a white background with gradient

on a white background in one color In newsprint or white background in black
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Color Palette for Gradient Logos

PMS Colors for One-Color Logos

CmyK  
100/0/0/0

RGb 
0/174/239

CmyK
100/95/5/0

RGb
43/57/144

CmyK
0/100/0/0

RGb
236/0/140

CmyK
75/100/5/0

RGb
103/45/139

CmyK
50/0/100/0

RGb
141/198/63

CmyK
90/30/100/30

RGb
0/103/52

CmyK
5/22/100/0

RGb
243/195/23

CmyK
0/50/100/0

RGb
247/148/30

pAntone
process Cyan

pAntone
376 C

pAntone
process magenta

pAntone
7406 C

CmyK 100/0/0/0
RGb 0/174/239

CmyK 0/100/0/0
RGb 236/0/140

CmyK 5/22/100/0
RGb 243/195/23

CmyK 50/0/100/0
RGb 141/198/63
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Contact Information For Any Logo Guideline Questions:

Cindy mirabella
project manager, tV everywhere
CtAm
120 waterfront St, Ste 200
national harbor, mD 20745
cindy@ctam.com
732-403-0409


